The authors demonstrate MFP using data-derived modes and the sound speed profile, using no a priori bottom information. Mode shapes can be estimated directly from vertical line array data, without a priori knowledge of the environment and without using numerical wave field models. However, it is difficult to make much headway with data-derived modes alone, without wave numbers, since only a few modes at a few frequencies may be captured, and only at depths sampled by the array. Using a measured sound speed profile, the authors derive self-consistent, complete sets of modes, wave numbers, and bottom parameters from data-derived modes. Bottom parameters enable modes to be calculated at all frequencies, not just those at which modes were derived from data. This process is demonstrated on SWellEx-96 experiment data. Modes, wave numbers, and bottom parameters are derived from one track and MFP based on this information is demonstrated on another track.
I. INTRODUCTION
Matched field processing ͑MFP͒ ͑Refs. 1, 2, and 3͒ utilizes models that require accurate a priori knowledge of the physical properties of the ocean and its bottom. However, the costly and often unattainable environmental accuracy demanded by current MFP processes provides strong motivation to develop localization methods that do not require such complete knowledge of the environment and that provide some flexibility in setting the trade-off between robustness on the one hand and localization accuracy and processing gain on the other.
Our main result in this paper is to show how MFP can be done with the aid of a measured sound speed profile but with no a priori bottom properties. The bottom properties are usually required as inputs to acoustic models used to construct MFP replicas with which the measured data is matched. We will initially estimate the mode depth functions of the prevailing ocean waveguide directly from data at selected frequencies from a moving source, then make use of a measured sound speed profile to estimate the parameters of a half-space bottom. Having the bottom parameters enables us to use acoustic models, as is usually done, to construct pressure field replicas for MFP at all frequencies. We demonstrate this process on experimental data from a realistic shallow water coastal environment.
Mode shapes can be extracted from cross-spectral density matrices ͑CSDMs͒ measured on vertical arrays. This has previously been discussed in Refs. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In Sec. II we review how and when modes can be derived from data. Although it is remarkable that it can be done at all, it is unfortunate that the modes are extracted without their horizontal wave numbers. This and other difficulties ͑see Secs. II and III͒ make it challenging to make much practical use of data-derived modes without additional information.
Modes-only ͑without wave numbers͒ source depth estimators have previously been described in Refs. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Of these, Refs. 11, 13, 14, and 15 show results with experiment data. To overcome the inherent difficulties in working with data-derived modes using incoherent processing approaches such as these, we chose to relax our initial goal of making do with no a priori environmental information. In Sec. III, we show how to use a measured sound speed profile ͑our a priori information͒ and data-derived modes to derive a selfconsistent set of modes, wave numbers and bottom parameters. In Sec. IV, we apply this technique to experimental data, and then use the resulting modes, wave numbers, and bottom in a MFP process on another track from the same experiment. We obtain results that are nearly identical to those achieved using MFP based on modes and wave numbers calculated by a normal mode model ͑see Ref. 16 for a description of the normal mode model͒ using the environmental information ͑including bottom properties not used in the data-derived MFP͒ obtained at great cost in an earlier experiment ͑see Ref. 17͒.
II. EXTRACTING MODE SHAPES FROM VERTICAL LINE ARRAY MEASUREMENTS
Various source distributions in range and depth previously have been reported to produce modes that are uncorrelated at the receiver ͑Refs. 18, 19, 20 , and 9͒. In a modal context, this means that individual mode contributions to the pressure field at the receiver, considered as an individual time series, are uncorrelated. A consequence of this is that the eigenvectors of the cross-spectral density matrix ͑CSDM͒ measured on a vertical line array will correspond to the mode shapes. A number of previous reports have independently described extracting modes using this technique ͑Refs. 4, 6, 8, 9 , and 21͒. 
A. Why the eigenvectors of the CSDM correspond to the modes
To describe how the eigenvectors of the CSDM measured on a vertical array can correspond to the normal modes, consider the modal expansion of p, the pressure at a vertical receiver array,
where vector element p(i) is the pressure at the ith receive array element. The columns of U r ͑indexed by m͒,
are the acoustic modes, sampled at the vertical array element depths z i ͑i runs over the array elements͒, where u m is a vector containing the mth mode. Vector a depends upon the source location parameters, range r s and depth z s . In a range-independent propagation environment, the mth element of a, The middle matrix factor in this expansion is the correlation matrix of mode amplitudes,
͑6͒
An eigenvector decomposition of R produces the factorization VDV H , in which unitary matrix V has columns that are the orthonormal eigenvectors of R, and diagonal matrix D has diagonal elements that are the eigenvalues of R. When R a is diagonal, the columns of U r are orthogonal ͑since R is Hermitian͒ and the eigenvector decomposition VDV H corresponds factor for factor to the modal expansion of R, U r R a U r T , with the eigenvectors ͑columns of V) corresponding to the modes ͑columns of U r ).
In Appendix A we discuss the challenges faced by this approach with short or sparse arrays.
B. Scenarios that produce uncorrelated modes at the receive array
For the modes to be uncorrelated, the source distribution over depth and range must result in a diagonal matrix R a . Refs. 18, 19, 20, and 9 have described source distributions in which this is the case.
In the waveguide theory for surface ambient noise discussed in Refs. 18 and 20, a modal expansion of the crossspectral density is derived for a sheet of uncorrelated, uniformly distributed sources near the ocean surface. For typical values of horizontal wave numbers and modal attenuations, the predicted off-diagonal elements of the matrix R a discussed in Sec. II A are small compared to the diagonal elements, with the result that the modes are uncorrelated. The critical parameters are the attenuation coefficients that determine whether the more distant larger surfaces contribute more than the less distant but smaller surfaces.
Reference 9 describes how a source moving over a long enough range interval will also result in a mode expansion in which the modes are uncorrelated. We have confirmed this in simulations and will demonstrate our processing on experiment data containing a moving source.
In both of these scenarios, the separation of the wave numbers plays a role. The closer the wave numbers, the longer their modal interference distance, and the larger the range interval the sources must be distributed over ͑or travel over͒ for the modes to be uncorrelated at the receive array. The spacing between wave numbers depends on a variety of factors, including the sound speed profile, ocean depth, and frequency. In general, as the depth of the ocean ͑measured in wavelengths͒ increases, the more modes the environment will support, causing more wave numbers to be packed into the same wave number interval ͑bracketed by the slowest sound speed in the water and the bottom sound speed͒. A deep water profile produces wave number spacings that are smaller at higher-order modes, while a shallow water profile produces wave number spacings that are smaller at the lower-order modes.
In Appendix A we describe how to compensate for array deformations such as tilt. Array deformations are a dilemma when extracting modes from ambient noise measurements. Such sources are typically distributed over large areas of the ocean at many different azimuths. Without separating such sources, as might be possible with a volumetric array, there is no way to compensate the data for array tilt, since each azimuth requires a different correction. Because the SWellEx-96 array had tilts of up to several degrees, we have worked on single moving sources for which array tilt can be compensated.
C. Getting real modes from complex eigenvectors
Given a less than fully spanning array and the resulting noisy and incomplete ͑not all the modes are found͒ modes that are eventually estimated, it is not immediately obvious how to identify which eigenvectors actually correspond to modes. In addition, the eigenvectors are typically complex and must be converted to mode depth functions that are real.
The technique that we have used is to progressively eliminate candidate eigenvectors throughout our processing sequence by checking their consistency with the physical constraints being imposed throughout our process. Initially, we eliminate eigenvectors having high-frequency content. We convert the remaining eigenvectors to real vectors by identifying their zero crossings and then taking their magnitude and applying an alternating sign to each interval delimited by zero crossings. During the shooting method, we eliminate candidate modes that are not consistent with the sound speed profile. While matching a bottom half-space model with the data-derived modes, we eliminate candidate modes that are not consistent with any bottom model.
III. MODE EXTRAPOLATION AND WAVE NUMBER INTERPOLATION
Practical difficulties making use of data-derived modes include the following:
͑1͒ Incomplete arrays provide noisy estimates of modes. ͑2͒ Modes are estimated only at depths spanned by the array so we cannot construct replicas for sources at other depths. ͑3͒ Having modes but not wave numbers results in modesonly processes that provide only marginal gain. ͑4͒ Only some of the modes are captured and only at frequencies emitted by the moving source of opportunity we are exploiting.
In this section, to overcome these difficulties, we relax the ambitious initial goal of making do with no a priori environmental information. We assume the sound speed profile has been measured over the water column, but that the bottom properties are not known. These are modest assumptions. The sound speed is routinely measured in most experiments, but the bottom properties are typically much more difficult to obtain. Yet bottom properties are an essential ingredient if acoustic models are to be used to calculate pressure field replicas for MFP. In Sec. III A, we present the data-dependent shooting method. We use a measured sound speed profile and the data-derived modes to extrapolate individual modes from the array depths to the entire water column. Significantly, the wave numbers are estimated in this process as well. In Sec. III B, we embed the data-dependent shooting method in a larger optimization process that produces a self-consistent set of bottom parameters, modes, and wave numbers.
A. Data-dependent shooting method-mode extrapolation
We can use the depth-separated wave equation to propagate ͑or shoot͒ a mode depth function ⌿(z) from initial values at the surface to the bottom. A finite difference representation of this differential equation is
͑7͒
in which i is an index over depth. This depends on the frequency , depth-dependent sound speed c(z), and the horizontal wave number k ͑the parameter we seek for each mode͒. Density and attenuation must be added if we propagate through the bottom. Given c(z) in the water and two initial values ͑we use u 0 ϭ0 and u 1 ϭ1), u(z) can be calculated for all values of k. However, this does not identify which discrete set of wave numbers corresponds to the normal modes of the waveguide. A well-known method used by normal mode models to find the discrete set of normal modes ͑and their k m ) is to vary k and look for modes ͑produced by shooting at those values of k͒ that satisfy a boundary condition at the bottom ͑see Ref. 20 , Chap. 5͒. The boundary condition is based on the properties of the bottom. However, in our case, we do not need to match a boundary condition requiring bottom properties. We already have data-derived modes in the water column that we can match our shooting modes to. We can shoot modes at trial wave numbers until we produce a mode that matches our data-derived mode. This matching can be performed without knowing the bottom properties, since the shooting method must propagate the modes only to depths spanned by our data-derived modes, which are confined to the water column. This provides the modes over the entire water column ͑and their horizontal wave numbers!͒ without knowing the bottom information.
To find the wave number corresponding to a particular data-derived mode û i ͑where i runs over the array element depths͒, we seek a global minimum of the function
in which Eq. ͑7͒ is used to calculate a mode shape u i (k) at each candidate k. This function is the squared difference between the data-derived mode û i and the mode u(k). The mode and wave number at the global minimum of this function are adopted as estimates of the full water column mode and its wave number that correspond to the particular dataderived mode û i that they were matched with. The shooting method produces denoised modes, extrapolated from the span of the array to the full water column, and estimates wave numbers in the process. However, we still have the same subset of the modes we started with, and only at the frequencies at which we were able to extract modes from data.
B. Matching a bottom model to data-derived modesWave number interpolation
The shooting method finds modes that are consistent with the measured sound speed profile, but does not take advantage of what we know about how modes relate to each other. For example, modes are orthogonal and they all see the same bottom ͑expressed as a boundary condition based on the bottom properties͒. Admitting only modes that meet these criteria collectively would reduce the overall search space. We initially imposed an orthogonality constraint, but got poor results. We speculate this is because orthogonality and consistency with the sound speed profile do not uniquely specify a mode set. Although it was attractive to simply sidestep having to deal with unknown bottom properties, forcing the modes to be consistent with a physical bottom model yielded much better results. We varied the parameters of a bottom model until we found the set of bottom parameters that produced modes that matched the data-derived modes. Since the shooting method is a Sturm-Liouville system, all modes and wave numbers calculated as we varied the bottom properties were implicitly orthogonal, as well as consistent with a single bottom model.
The way we implemented our optimization is similar to a technique reported in Ref. 22 , in which the intent was to avoid having to completely recalculate modes and wave numbers every time a dynamic ocean environment changed. Only a small fraction of the water column near the surface was changing, while most of the sound speed profile and the bottom remained fixed. The shooting method was used to precalculate modes for the fixed part of the environment ͑by shooting from the bottom up to the dynamic part of the profile͒ over a fine grid of horizontal wave numbers. With each change in the small uppermost part of the sound speed profile, the shooting method was used to shoot modes from the surface, using the changed profile, down to the fixed part of the profile. The discrete set of modes was selected by matching the impedances of the lower modes with the ͑new͒ upper modes. The modes and impedances for the fixed lower part of the profile did not have to be recalculated with every change in the upper part of the profile.
In our case, we are interested in finding the bottom that is most consistent with the data-derived modes and the prevailing sound speed profile, which we regard as fixed. So, instead of precalculating the modes from the bottom up to a dynamic surface layer, the modes in the water column ͑as-sumed fixed in our optimization͒ were precalculated down to the bottom, whose parameters were varied during the optimization. For every candidate set of bottom parameters, modes and wave numbers were found by matching the impedance of the precalculated modes with the impedance of our candidate bottom. These modes were compared with the data-derived modes. The bottom parameters corresponding to the modes that best matched the data-derived modes were selected.
We chose a half-space bottom model with two parameters: compressional wave speed and density. This resulted in a particularly simple form for the impedance ͑see Ref. 20 , Chap. 5͒,
The impedance from the precalculated mode depth functions ͑obtained by shooting from the surface down to the bottom͒ is
. ͑10͒ Figure 1 shows the precalculated continuum of modes versus horizontal wave number ͑for the SWellEx-96 environment͒. For reference, the black dashed lines indicate the discrete or normal mode wave numbers ͑as calculated by a normal mode model͒. Figure 2 shows two sets of impedances: the dashed line curves are calculated from the mode depth functions using Eq. ͑10͒ and the solid line curves show impedances calculated from several half-space bottom models using Eq. ͑9͒. Bottom impedances for wave speeds of 1550, 1600, 1700, and 1800 m/s are shown, all with a bottom density of 1.83 g/cm 3 . The horizontal wave numbers of the normal modes occur where the impedance calculated from the mode-depth functions intersects the impedance calculated for a particular bottom.
To find a self-consistent set of modes, wave numbers, and bottom parameters, the measured sound speed profile was used by the shooting method to precalculate modes over a fine grid of wave numbers. At each wave number k, the impedance at the bottom ͑looking up into the water͒ was calculated using Eq. ͑10͒, producing a curve like the dashed line curve shown in Fig. 2 . A two-dimensional search grid was formed over the two bottom parameters. At each set of bottom parameters, the impedance looking into the bottom is calculated for each k using Eq. ͑9͒, producing a curve like the solid line curves in Fig. 2 . The normal modes for this set of bottom parameters occur at the k where these two impedance curves intersect. The modes are calculated at these discrete wave numbers ͑by shooting͒ and compared with the data-derived modes. This process is repeated for every candidate set of bottom parameters until the minimum summed squared difference between the calculated and data-derived modes is found. This resolves the bottom model that best matches our data-derived modes. Note that to be compared with modes based on the bottom model, the data-derived modes must be assigned specific modes to be matched up with. This is done by counting zero crossings in the modes calculated by the shooting method that have been matched with the data-derived modes. This was adequate with the sound speed profile for which the method was demonstrated, but may be more challenging for more exotic profiles. For profiles where the number of zero crossings does not unambiguously identify which mode is which, multiple assignments would be evaluated, with the best result at each candidate set of bottom parameters kept for comparison. We have adapted the Hungarian algorithm ͑see Ref. 23͒, originally formulated for square assignment problems, for assigning a lesser number of data-derived modes to a subset of the larger complete set of modes in simulations, where the intent was to compare the dataderived with modes calculated by a normal mode model.
Note that the impedance looking up into the water only needs to be calculated a single time, since it depends on the sound speed, which we regard as fixed. The only calculations that must be repeated as bottom parameters are varied are the following.
͑1͒ Use Eq. ͑9͒ to calculate the impedance looking into the bottom ͑again, over a finely spaced grid of wave numbers͒. ͑2͒ Find the wave numbers at which the bottom impedance matches the precalculated impedance looking up into the water. ͑3͒ Calculate ͑by shooting͒ the modes for these wave numbers ͑where the two impedance curves intersect͒.
We have embedded the data-dependent shooting method in a larger optimization, in which modes are sought that are consistent with the sound speed profile and the data-derived modes as before, and also consistent with a single physical bottom model. Although a simple bottom model was used, this technique can easily be generalized to more complex bottom models. For a bottom consisting of an arbitrary number of horizontal layers, we would shoot the wave equation up through all the layers, and calculate the impedance from the resulting wave function, using Eq. ͑10͒. However, this would impose more of a computational load than the halfspace bottom model.
IV. PROCESSING SWellEx-96 EXPERIMENT DATA
In this section we will present results of processing data from the SWellEx-96 experiment, conducted in May 1996 ten kilometers off the coast of San Diego in California. will be applied to SWellEx-96 Track S9 data to find a selfconsistent set of modes, wave numbers, and bottom parameters. In Sec. III B, a fully coherent MFP process will be applied to SwellEx-96 Track S5 using the modes and wave numbers derived from Track S9. These methods rely upon a priori knowledge of the sound speed profile in the water, but assume no knowledge of the geoacoustic properties of the bottom, which would otherwise be needed to obtain modes and wave numbers from a normal mode model.
A. Modes, wave numbers, and bottom properties derived from SwellEx-96 Track S9
As the source travels up-slope along Track S9, a rich diversity in modal excitations is created at the receive array, because all of the different ocean depths generate different mode structures along the source track. This diversity in excitations at the receive array serves to produce the uncorrelated modes that enable us to extract modes via an eigenanalysis of the CSDM. As shown in Ref. 25 , because of adiabatic mode propagation in this environment, the progressively shallower depths along the S9 track served to create ''mirages'' of the actual source locations at greater ranges and depths than the actual ranges and depths. So, although the actual range interval traveled by the source was several kilometers, in terms of the adiabatically propagating modes that arrived at the receiver, the receiver saw an apparent range interval that was several times that. Likewise, although the actual source depth was nearly constant, at 60 m, the apparent depth varied from 60 to 120 m, because of the changing bathymetry. From a MFP perspective, the range and depth bias errors resulting from these mirages are a nuisance, but for our modes-from-data process they were a great benefit.
We applied our mode extraction process to the CSDMs averaged over the part of the S9 track shown in Fig. 4 . A significant number of modes was extracted from the tones at 49, 64, 79, and 94 Hz. Figure 5 shows four rows, corresponding to these four frequencies. The number of elements in each row corresponds to the number of modes at its frequency ͓as calculated by a normal mode model ͑see Ref.
16͔͒. The rows corresponding to lower frequencies have fewer modes. The modes that were extracted are gray. The modes that were not extracted are white.
Unfortunately, at higher frequencies ͑the same source also transmitted a series of tones from 112 to 388 Hz͒, only a few modes were extracted. This was consistent with our simulations of the SWellEx-96 experimental configuration, in which the array only spanned half the water column. We speculate that, because the number of propagating modes increases with frequency, the spacing between wave numbers tends to decrease and, as a result, the length of the range interval required for the modes to become uncorrelated increases with frequency.
We applied the optimization described in Sec. III B to the modes extracted at these four frequencies. Figure 6 shows the ambiguity surface for matching a half-space bottom model to the modes derived from the experiment data. The circles, minimum points along the columns of the ambiguity surface, highlight the path through the lowest part of a valley running parallel to the horizontal density axis. Clearly, the modes are more sensitive to wave speed than density. The plus mark indicates the lowest point in the valley, and occurs at a compressional wave speed of 1598 m/s and a bottom density of 1.83 g/cm 3 . Previous measurements and inversion efforts for this environment have resolved the three layer model shown in Fig. 7 . Our optimal values are comparable to values at the bottom of the first layer of the three layer model. Figure 8 shows the modes that were resolved by this optimization at 49 Hz. The data-derived modes are shown as solid lines ͑only modes 1, 2, 4, and 5 were recovered͒. The modes calculated from matching a bottom model to the data-derived modes are shown as dashed lines. The ''true'' modes ͑calculated by a normal mode model, using the best available environmental information͒ are shown as dotted lines.
B. Source localization results
We constructed replicas using the modes and wave numbers calculated in Sec. III A and performed MFP on both legs of the S5 track shown in Fig. 4 .
The data was bandshifted, low pass filtered in two stages from 1500 Hz to 30 Hz, and spectrum analyzed using FFT periods of 256 points with Hanning windowing and no overlap. The spectra were incoherently averaged over all elements and the tones of interest were tracked using a peak picker confined to follow the peak within a small window. CSDMs were averaged over four spectrum snapshots ͑34.13 seconds per CSDM͒. A Bartlett matched field processor was used to generate all the results shown. MFP was performed at each individual frequency and the resulting individual ambiguity surfaces were normalized and averaged across frequency to form one composite ambiguity surface ͑see Ref.
26͒. To provide a benchmark against which to compare these results, we also performed MFP using modes and wave numbers calculated by a normal mode model ͑see Ref. 16͒, although these results will not be shown.
To show the relative processing gain provided by the various stages in our processing. Figures 9, 10 , and 11 show three sets of MFP results. All plots show the time interval corresponding to the second half of Track S5, labeled S5b in Fig. 4 . The source goes through its closest point of approach halfway through this interval, which was 40 min long and produced 70 range-depth MFP ambiguity surfaces. All plots show time in terms of the CSDM index along their horizontal axis ͑34.13 s per CSDM͒. The images shown in these figures contain time-evolving range ͑depth͒ tracks, as images in which each column is a slice versus range ͑depth͒ from a single range-depth MFP ambiguity surface. Each MFP range-depth surface contributed a slice versus range and a slice versus depth, both intersecting the maximum correlation peak of the range-depth surface.
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show results based on using only four of the available frequencies, those at which modes were extracted from data. Three processors are being compared in these figures: a modes-only depth estimation based on modes extrapolated by the shooting method and using only the subsets of modes extracted from data; a Bartlett MFP process based on modes and wave numbers obtained by the shooting method using complete sets of modes as a result of a polynomial interpolation of the wave numbers at the missing modes; a Bartlett MFP process based on modes and wave numbers calculated using the half-space bottom parameters resolved by the optimization process described in Sec. III B. Of these three, only the third would be able to exploit frequencies other than those at which modes were extracted from data. To provide a fair comparison between these processors, the third processor was limited to the same frequencies the other two processors were limited to. Later on, results based on all 13 tones and on 9 tones from a completely different source will be presented as well. Figure 9 shows modes-only depth estimation results. Only a depth track is shown, because without wave numbers, we cannot form replicas that are functions of the source range. The data-dependent shooting method described in FIG. 8 . Modes at 49 Hz resulting from our processes: subset of modes derived from eigenvectors of CSDM ͑limited to the span of array͒ are solid lines; modes calculated using resolved bottom half-space parameters are dashed lines; modes calculated by a normal mode model using the bestavailable environmental parameters are dotted lines. FIG. 9 . The modes-only depth estimate track for the second half of SWellEx-96 track S5. Results are integrated over the four frequencies ͑49, 64, 79, and 94 Hz͒ at which modes were derived from the data in track S9. Modes have been extrapolated from the span of the array to the entire water column using the shooting method described in Sec. II. Only the modes derived from data were used ͑i.e., the modes drawn in gray in Fig. 5͒ .
Sec. III A, was used to extrapolate the data-derived modes from the span of the array to the entire water column. Only the subset of modes shown in Fig. 5 was used to generate these results. Note that, although the data-dependent shooting method produces wave numbers, we are not using these wavenumbers in order to show a qualitative comparison between incoherent ͑modes only͒ and coherent methods. With a fully spanning array, it would have been possible to obtain these results without a measured sound speed profile, which was only used to extrapolate the modes from the span of the array to the depth of the source. Figure 10 shows coherent MFP results using modes and wave numbers calculated using the shooting method prior to matching a bottom model to the data-derived modes. The missing modes were calculated by fitting the wave numbers from the data-derived modes to a polynomial and using the polynomial to interpolate the missing wave numbers. Although such an interpolation is clearly ad hoc and could produce spurious results in other environments, in this environment, it served to complete the subsets of modes that had been extracted from data, and yielded better results than if we had only used the modes extracted from data. The tracks produced by this process extend only out to 2 km ͑it may be difficult to distinguish where these tracks drop out, because there are gaps in the source tones, but we have also processed the other half of this track where source ranges extend out to 9 km to corroborate these ranges͒. Figure 11 shows coherent MFP results using modes and wave numbers derived using the optimization approach described in Secs. III and IV A. The improvement over the previous two processes is very evident, and it is clear that forcing the modes and wave numbers to be consistent with a bottom model resulted in significant processing gains, even if by all previous accounts it was a simplistic bottom model FIG. 10 . MFP range and depth tracks for the second half of SWellEx-96 track S5. Results are integrated over the four frequencies ͑49, 64, 79, and 94 Hz͒ at which modes were derived from data in track S9. Full sets of modes were used, after performing polynomial interpolation on the wave numbers to get the missing modes ͑i.e., the modes drawn in white in Fig. 5͒.   FIG. 11 . MFP range and depth tracks for the second half of SWellEx-96 track S5. Results are integrated over the four frequencies ͑49, 64, 79, and 94 Hz͒ at which modes were derived from data in track S9. Full sets of modes were calculated using a normal mode model for the bottom half space matched to the dataderived modes, as described in Sec. II B.
͑i.e., a half-space model compared to the three layer models that were measured and inverted for in other efforts͒.
Note that the shooting method was an essential part of both of the coherent MFP processes. The shooting method required a measured sound speed profile, but no a priori bottom properties were used in either process.
As mentioned above, in the third processor, resolving the bottom parameters enable modes and wave numbers to be calculated across the entire spectrum. There were two sources being towed during Track S5, a shallow source at 10-m depth emitting nine tones from 109 to 385 Hz, and a deep source at 60-m depth emitting 13 tones from 49 to 388 Hz. Modes and wave numbers were calculated for the measured sound speed profile and the half-space bottom model resolved by our optimization for all of these tones. To show the benefit of being able to calculate modes at all frequencies, we present results for both sources using all available tones. Figures 12 and 13 show MFP tracks for much longer ranges out to 9 km along Track S5a ͑the first half of Track S5͒ for both the deep and shallow sources, respectively, in which all available tones were processed. For the shallow source, all nine tones are at frequencies at which no modes had been extracted. For the deep source, 9 of 13 tones are at frequencies at which no modes had been extracted. The correlation values produced by MFP based on data-derived modes ͑without a priori bottom information͒ were nearly identical to those produced by MFP using modes calculated by a normal mode program ͑normal mode model documented in Ref. 16͒ using environmental information obtained in an earlier experiment ͑including the bottom information we did not use in our process based on data-derived modes͒. FIG. 12 . MFP range and depth tracks for a deep source ͑at 60-m depth͒ from the first half of SWellEx-96 track S5. Thirteen frequencies were used. Modes and wave numbers were calculated using half-space bottom parameters resolved by matching dataderived modes.
FIG. 13. MFP range and depth tracks for a shallow source ͑at 10-m depth͒ from the first half of SWellEx-96 track S5. Nine frequencies were used, all distinct from frequencies at which modes were derived from data. Modes and wave numbers were calculated using half-space bottom parameters resolved by matching data-derived modes.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed how and when it is possible to extract modes from data in Sec. II. Unfortunately, having modes without wave numbers only enables incoherent processes with only limited processing gain. However, using even incomplete sets of modes in conjunction with limited environmental information improved prospects considerably. In Sec. III, starting with a measured sound speed profile as a priori information ͑bottom properties were assumed to be unknown͒ and using data-derived modes limited to the span of the array, an optimization process was presented to obtain complete sets of modes sampled over the entire water column, their wave numbers, and the parameters of a half-space bottom model. Having the bottom parameters enabled modes and wave numbers to be calculated across the entire spectrum, not just at the frequencies at which modes were extracted from the data. In Sec. IV, this optimization process was demonstrated on data from SwellEx-96 experiment track S9. Subsets of modes at four frequencies being emitted by a towed source were recovered, and with the aid of a measured sound speed profile were used to obtain self-consistent modes, wave numbers, and bottom parameters. Using these bottom parameters, modes and wave numbers were calculated for tones over roughly three octaves ͑49-388 Hz͒. Most of these tones were distinct from the ones at which modes were initially extracted. These modes and wave numbers were used to construct replicas for a MFP process that was able to unambiguously resolve two sources at depths of 10 and 60 m out to ranges of 9 km. The resulting range and depth tracks, shown in Figs. 12 and 13, were consistent with the known source locations. Moreover, the MFP process based on limited environmental data ͑sound speed only͒ produced correlation values nearly identical to those produced by a MFP process using modes and wave numbers calculated by a normal mode model supplied with the best available environmental information.
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APPENDIX A: SPARSE ARRAYS AND SHORT ARRAYS
If the array spans the water column and adequately samples the modes, and we average our CSDM over an interval that contains a suitable source distribution ͑as discussed in Sec. II B͒, the eigenvectors of the CSDM will correspond to the normal modes of the ocean waveguide.
If the array is too sparse, the higher-order modes that have a higher spatial frequency content will not be adequately sampled and their higher spatial frequencies will alias into lower spatial frequencies. Even more fundamentally, with less elements than the number of modes in the environment, there will not be enough eigenvectors for there to be a one-to-one relationship between modes and eigenvectors.
We have considered arrays that have enough elements sufficiently closely spaced that spatial aliasing of the modes is not an issue. This is the case in the experiment we show results from in Sec. IV. The SWellEx-96 array has a halflambda spacing at 400 Hz. It has 64 elements, of which we have used 63. At 94 Hz, the highest frequency at which we extracted modes from data, there are 12 propagating modes, so clearly we have more eigenvectors than modes.
If the array does not span the water column, even with adequately sampled modes, the modes will be orthonormal over the entire water column but not necessarily over the interval spanned by the array. The eigenvectors by contrast are guaranteed to be orthonormal over this interval, since the CSDM is Hermitian. Therefore, since the eigenvectors are orthonormal and the modes are not, the two sets of vectors cannot be the same. This is a serious issue, since our results indicate that the method works, despite expectations to the contrary.
Why do we ultimately get results? It is a question of the degree by which the eigenvectors deviate from the modes with progressively shorter arrays. Apparently, the eigenvectors are enough like the modes that, when we apply our process, which basically seeks modes that are closest to the eigenvectors and also consistent with a physical environment ͑measured sound speed and a bottom half-space͒, the modes and wave numbers of the prevailing environment are resolved. Figure A1 , the results of a simulation, shows how the modes remain represented in the eigenvectors of CSDMS, even with short vertical arrays. The modes-from-CSDM process was applied to a series of progressively shorter arrays. All arrays terminated at the bottom at 215 m. To construct progressively shorter arrays, the upper array element depth was varied from 5 to 100 m. A CSDM was synthesized at each of these vertical array lengths for a 49-Hz source traveling from 1 to 10 km in range and from 60 to 120 m in depth in the SWellEx-96 environment ͑see Sec. IV͒. Figure  A1 contains six subplots, corresponding to the six modes at 49 Hz in this environment. The depth of the upper array element is indicated by the horizontal axis values, starting with the longest array on the left. Each column in the images shown corresponds to a different length array and contains the eigenvector that best matches the mode being depicted in that subplot. As the arrays get shorter, some of the higherorder modes are no longer found among the eigenvectors, and there are gaps in the modes at these shorter arrays. Only the part of the mode that overlaps the array can be captured by the eigenvector, so the image columns get shorter as the arrays get shorter moving from left to right in each subplot. To show the correspondence between the eigenvectors depicted in these images and the modes they estimate, the zero crossings of the normal modes in this environment are overlaid as black dashed lines. The eigenvectors capture the fundamental structure of the modes very well, even with as much as 100 m of the water column missing from the array.
The capacity for eigenvectors to represent the modes with progressively shorter arrays will undoubtedly depend on the particular environment. In the shallow water summer profile we were in, the thermocline at the surface traps most of the acoustic energy in the isovelocity layer below, creating a shorter effective waveguide concentrated in the lower part of the water column, where our array is.
We have performed many simulations to assess the feasibility of extracting modes from the eigenvectors of a CSDM under varying conditions, and have found that spanning a larger portion of the water column consistently improves the prospects for this method. Certainly, with a fully spanning array, not only would the modes be estimated over the entire water column, but a larger percentage of the modes would be extracted and with greater accuracy. This would greatly improve the capabilities of a modes-only depth estimator.
APPENDIX B: ARRAY TILT
Processing our experiment data, we found that uncompensated array shape changes such as tilt can seriously impact not only MFP, but also the culling of modes from data via an eigenvector analysis of the CSDM. When individual array elements are not aligned along the vertical with their peers, at least in the direction of the source, the individual mode contributions to the received field will have phase shifts proportional to their wave number and the horizontal offset in the direction of the source. Because this phase offset depends on the mode, the array element, and the direction of the source, it is not immediately clear how to correct for such an offset.
Because the phase shift caused by array tilt varies across the modes, a complete compensation would require the signal to be separated into its modal components. This is not possible unless the modes are already known. However, because the spread between the wave numbers is so much smaller than the average wave number, it is possible to use the average wave number to compensate for the array tilt across all modes, at least for small deviations from vertical. This is enough to bring all the phase shifts close enough to zero that they do not seriously impact the correspondence between the eigenvectors and the modes.
